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The World of Transformers: Energon Wars
The world of Transformers: Energon Wars is a strategy game
that plays over many scenarios and utilizes the characters
from three different factions, the heroic Autobots, the
villainous Decepticons, and the traitorous Unicronus.

In the story, the Autobots are trying to prevent the
Decepticons from obtaining Energon that will be used to
destroy the Earth. The Decepticons are trying to destroy the
Autobots, who are their only resistance to domination of the
galaxy. And the Unicronus are trying to destroy all the
Transformers and reactivate their master Unicron. The
Unicronus have deceived the Decepticons and will work
alongside them until they no longer serve their purpose and will then
turn on their pawns.
The Unicronus are twisted versions of existing Transformers, all
controlled by the will of Unicron. They are one in purpose and will not
rest until they have achieved their goals. As the Unicronus are made of
both Autobot and Decepticon characters, the potential for challenging
combinations versus the other two factions is a considerable advantage.
As the story takes place before the events of the Transformers Movie
released in 1986, the Autobots and Decepticons that perished in the film
are still alive and able to be playable characters in the game.
In the following chapters, you’ll find the rules to play the Transformers:
Energon Wars. As this is an unofficial game, feel free to experiment with
rules and models to make the game as enjoyable as you can. Our team
have play tested and updated the rules and character cards to be as balanced as possible, but it’s
possible we may have missed some things.
Anyway, we hope you enjoy the game and look forward to any feedback you may have. If you’d like to
suggest changes, feel free to email us at vegron@hotmail.com!
Good luck and Till All are One!
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What You Will Need to Play Transformers: Energon Wars
Here’s a list of items you’ll need to play Transformers: Energon Wars

1. WizKids Transformers Models or Heroes of Cybertron figures fixed to appropriate bases (normal
50mm bases). Smaller models such as cassette tape figures are applied to 25mm bases. Huge
base models require a 120mm base.
2. Character Cards Printed and laminated or in plastic sleeves.
3. 4 Dice for hit/damage/damage application rolls.
4. Between 6-9 pieces of terrain (see terrain section)
5. Transformer Titan Class figures (optional)
6. Tokens to represent Energon and applied effects and items held
7. Dry Erase Markers
8. Measuring Tape
9. 3’x3’ or 4’x4’ playing space
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Character Card Breakdown
Transformers Energon Wars is a miniature based strategy game that utilizes the models available from
Wizkids/NECA and Transformers: Heroes of Cybertron.
Each character has a character card as seen below. This section will describe the sections of the
character card for easy reference.

1. Character name and character type – the character will have a name and a type, Hot Rod being
a generic Autobot. Some character types might be ‘Seeker’ or ‘Commander’ or ‘Spy’. This section
also includes whether or not a character is partisan, meaning they can be included in armies
consisting of models of the faction they are partisan with.
Firestorm, for example, is faction Unicronus but is Decepticon partisan, therefore he can be
included in a list with a Decepticon Commander. Nemesis Prime is Unicronus with Decepticon
partisan but he is a commander so he can contain subordinates that are in the Decepticon
faction.
2. Character point cost – each character has a unique point cost associated with that model. In
various scenarios, you will need to build a list with a specific point value total of all characters in
your army.
3. Faction Symbol – This denotes which faction your character works for. Only characters of a
particular faction may be included in an army unless that model has a partisan rule stated under
their name and Character Type.
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4. Character Statistics – Each value associated with your character will apply in-game when it
comes to moving, attacking, defending, or taking damage, etc. Here is what each stat means:
a. SPD – Speed – movement in inches this model may move while in this form
b. STR – Strength – To move items/characters or interact with specific objectives may
require a specific strength amount.
c. MAT – Melee Attack Score – This is how proficient your character is with melee or close
range attacks.
d. RAT – Ranged Attack Score – This is how proficient your character is with ranged
attacks.
e. DEF – Defense – This is how hard your character is to hit by an enemy attack
f. ARM – Armor – This is how hard your character is to damage (DMG) by an enemy
attack.
g. CMD – Command – This is your character’s influence over other models often with
special abilities in inches from the base of the model.
5. Weapons/Attacks/Energon Activated Abilities – This section breaks down the weapons your
character has or activated abilities such as Flight. Each weapon or ability has a number of
Energon squares required to activate that particular ability.
This also shows how many times a character may activate an attack in any given activation.
Abilities with no numbers next to them can be activated as many times as they have the
Energon to purchase.
The numbers in RED next to the Energon squares states the base damage roll the attack
produces. If the number is colored ORANGE, then it is a fire damage type, GREEN is for acid
attacks, YELLOW is electrical damage, BLUE is cold damage, and WHITE is generic damage not
associated with a damage type. Some characters will have abilities that protect them from
damage of a specific type. All damage dealt to characters protected by that type is ignored as
well as any effects generated by that attack. Most protections will be shown with a logo near
the Character Statistics area of the Character Card.
6. Character Abilities – Each character will have their own set of abilities with ability names
associated with them. Read each rule carefully and try to apply them to the scenarios and
battles you play to maximize the use of each character.
7. Character Hit Points – Each character will have a certain number of hit points that will need to
be tracked, using this section. As characters take damage, note this by marking 1 box for each
damage received by the character.
Once the damage hits the red section of the hit points, this means that this character is unable
to transform from whatever mode it is currently in. Characters may spend Energon points to
heal themselves for one point per Energon spent. Once a character’s red hit boxes are
unmarked, they can transform using Energon as usual. A Transformer receives one less Energon
point per point marked in their hit point track. Any Transformer may spend Energon to regain
one hit point per Energon spent.
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Characters such as Combiners may have a damage grid. To apply damage here, once the
damage is determined, the attacking player then rolls a column to apply that damage. Damage is
applied at the top of that column number and then is applied down the column then to the next
column as damage accumulates. Damage applied to the 6 column is then applied to column 1 as
it is applied. Each aspect completely damaged allows one dice to be rolled for hit and damage
from that weapon system.
8. Storage – Each character can hold a certain number of items or Storable items/transformed
characters. This may change depending on the Mode your Transformer is in. If the character is
carrying more items than their Mode will allow, then they must discard an item or drop a stored
character base to base with them in robot mode. Robots dropped this way do not have to spend
an Energon to transform but are placed with the number of Energon points they had while in
Vehicle/Alt Mode at the time they were dropped. Items that are not characters that are
dropped are removed from play or put into play based on the text of the card.
9. Transform – To transform your character, you must pay the listed cost and meet the printed
requirements. Some characters like Megatron must be near a friendly model and Soundwave
must be near any model, friend or foe.
10. Energon – at the beginning of each player’s turn, every model is allocated a specific number of
Energon based on the number in this section. For Hot Rod, he gains 4 Energon at the beginning
of the player’s turn and can spend those Energon to transform, complete a second move, attack,
boost an attack or damage roll, activate an ability, or interact with an objective.
11. Character Mode – Each side of the Character Card is pertaining to which MODE the character is
in. The Robot mode is noted by a
and an ALT or VEHICLE MODE is noted by a
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Character Activations

This section will take you through the steps of activating a character during the game.
1. Resolve Effects from previous turn – Resolve effects on each character as described by either
you or your opponent’s abilities. Conditions such as fire/corrosion/disruption/stasis are also
resolved at this time. Characters that are knocked down may spend one Energon to stand up
and suffer no negative effects.
For fire and corrosion, roll a d6 and if you roll a 1 or a 2, the effect is removed from that
character. Otherwise, add a 12 DMG roll for fire or one damage point for corrosion/acid still on
the character. No character can have more than one of each type of effect applied to their
character at a time unless stated in the character’s rules. Stasis effects can be shaken by
spending one energon at the beginning of that models activation.
2. Energon Replenishment – Add the number of Energon listed in the Energon section of your
Character Card. Some abilities may add or decrease the number of Energon a character may
have or start out with at the beginning of the turn.
3. Movement – The character activated must move first unless otherwise stated on their character
card. It can do this in a few ways.
a. Walk – moving the character’s current speed (SPD) their mode allows. This may be followed
up by attacks or abilities.
b. Run – Spend one Energon to move this model’s speed (SPD) their mode allows again. This
may change depending on the mode your character is in when they start their activation and
when this second movement is done. Once a player has moved twice, their activation ends.
(They may still transform after this move but before their activation ends)
c. Jumping or climbing – A character may jump or climb before or after their initial movement
from one elevation to another 3” height difference by spending 1 energon. A character can
jump 3 inches over gaps in 3d terrain as long as after the 3” the model can stand on the
platform it jumped to without falling off physically. If a character is pushed, slammed, or
thrown off a 3d terrain piece, that model is knocked down and suffers 1 damage point.
Jumping and climbing can only be done in robot mode unless stated on the model’s card.
4. Transformation – To transform, flip the Character Card to the correct side and note with a token
to represent this Mode on the game table. A character may transform:
a. Before they move
b. After their first move
c. Before attacking
d. After attacking
e. Or after their second movement.
f. If another character’s ability allows them to transform (usually no cost)
g. If character is dropped from storage by another character (usually no cost)
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5. Attacks – The character may choose to use any of the attacks located on their character card or
allowed by an item/character they may be carrying. The character must spend the amount of
Energon to attack listed on the character card next to the selected weapon. Players may utilize
melee and ranged attacks in the same turn. Attacks with no yellow number next to the attack
can be done as many times as the character can spend Energon to use.
Attacks are made when the attacking player rolls 2 d6 and adds either their MAT value for melee
attacks or RAT value for ranged attacks. If this number equals or exceeds the defending player’s
DEF, then the model is hit. Next, roll 2 dice and apply that model’s weapon attacked with to the
roll and for each number exceeded the defending character’s armor, that model suffers 1 point
of damage.
Melee attacks are base 1” reach from the base of the model unless noted otherwise. Spray
attacks count as ranged attacks and ignore stealth, concealment, and clouds when determining
damage.
Characters may also spend Energon to add an additional D3 (on a D6, 1 or 2 = 1, 3 or 4 = 2, and 5
or 6 = 3) dice to hit or to damage roll at the cost of one Energon unless noted by the character’s
abilities. This may only be done once per attack and damage roll.
Attacks with fire/corrosion/disruption/stasis abilities will apply after the defending character is
hit with the attack but before the damage is rolled. Place a token next to the model hit to
denote these effects being added to the defending character.
Critical attacks are when two dice match numbers in an attack roll.
Throwing Models – If a character wants to throw another model or an object, such as a parked
car, the character must first spend an Energon and then make a melee attack roll against the
target. An attack against an item such as a parked car automatically hit. If the attack against an
enemy model is successful, then the model is thrown and can be thrown (moved) up to 3” away
in any direction the attacker chooses. Objects can be thrown 6” compared to models who can
be thrown 3”. If you are throwing a model or object AT another model, then make a RAT roll
against the model being thrown at. If the attack is successful then the thrown model moves
directly at the model until the models are base to base and both models are knocked down.
If the model ends its movement due to hitting another model or a building, then the model hit
and model thrown both take one additional damage point. The model thrown takes a DMG roll
equal to the strength of the melee attack. If the model being thrown is not AT another model,
only the thrown model is knocked down.
Throwing Exceptions - Minibot models cannot throw non-minibot models that are on 50mm
bases. They can throw other minibot models and models on 40mm or 25mm bases. Those
models are thrown 3” instead of 6”. Cassette models can only throw other cassette models or
models on 25mm bases. 50mm or larger models hit by a cassette or Minibot model do not suffer
1 damage point when hit by the thrown model.
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Engaged Models - A character cannot make ranged attacks while within 1” of an enemy model.
A model in or entering then leaving melee range of a character is able to be attacked by the
engaging model before the model leaves with one melee attack. Flying characters ignore this
penalty. A model that is being targeted by a ranged attack while engaging an enemy model gets
+2 DEF against the attack roll.
Attacking and Flight - A character with Flight ability cannot be attacked with melee weapons
while this ability is active. A character loses flight when they make a melee attack. Characters
that can purchase flight with Energon can purchase this ability after making their initial attacks.
Knockdown - Some attacks such as trips, throws, or slams will knockdown a character.
Characters, while in alt mode, cannot be knocked down.
When attacking a knocked down character, the attacker only needs to roll more than two 1’s to
hit the knocked down character with either melee or ranged attacks. A knocked down character
should have a token or marker to denote being knocked down. A knocked down character
cannot attack unless they spend an Energon to shake the effect at the beginning of their
activation or give up their activation to shake the effect.
A slam or throw attack will also move a character from their location before being knocked
down. A character slammed will stop moving directly away from the attacking model if they
come to base contact with another character or structure. The model slammed into another
model of equal or smaller size will knock both models down. Damage rolls assigned to the attack
is dealt to the model slammed and the model slammed into will take an additional point of
damage. A larger model hit by a smaller model that is slammed does no damage and does not
knock down the contacted model.
Models that are slammed into obstructions or other models suffer 1 damage point
automatically.
Trample – Some models have the Trample ability. To activate this, the model trampling must
move in a straight line in any direction up to their SPD total and have to stop without their base
overlapping with an obstruction or other model. After moving, the trampling model makes one
melee attack (attached to the attack) against all models moved over during the trample
movement.
6. Abilities – Characters with special abilities can activate them at any time the character card
states is allowed. Some abilities can only be done during the character’s activation and some can
be played or are applied during the opponent’s character’s turn.
Storing Items – Some items can be purchased with character points when creating your army before the
game. No character can hold more items than their storage score will allow. Acquired items such as
characters in alt modes or scenario objectives can be placed back into play using tokens or models base
to base with the character carrying the item. Other items not character or scenario based are removed
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from the game when dropped. Characters base to base with each other can pass items to each other
without being removed from play or placed back into play as long as the receiving player has enough
storage to hold the item/character. Trading items can be done before moving after moving, before
attacking, or after attacking.
Huge Base Models – Some rules apply to Huge Base Models such as many Combiners that do not apply
to other models. Huge Base Models:
1. Cannot gain cover and are visible through forests and clouds and any structure taller than
the Huge Base Model.
2. Can trample their movement over other models with DMG equal to their STR
3. Cannot be knocked down or thrown or slammed.
4. Have pathfinder automatically.
5. Can Throw models with a successful MAT roll 6” with a DMG roll equal to their STR
6. Cannot gain engagement bonuses with other models.
7. Models do not gain elevation bonus vs. Huge base models.
8. Can make ranged attacks while engaged in melee combat but only at models engaging
them.
9. Can make melee attacks on models leaving their melee range that have flight.
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Terrain

Terrain are various obstacles placed on the playing field that characters can interact with or maneuver
around during the game. Here are the types of terrain available.
1. Buildings or Structures – Buildings and structures block line of sight to characters. If a
character’s base is not completely visible by the base of another model while the defending
model is 1” from the structure gains +2 DEF against ranged attacks.
2. Hills & Elevation – A player whose base is completely on a hill or elevated positions gain +2 DEF
against ranged attacks.
3. Forests – Forests are considered rough terrain (see below) a player whose base is completely in
a forest gains +2 DEF against ranged attacks. Models completely outside a forest treat the forest
as a structure that completely blocks line of sight. A model touching a forest is can be targeted
by ranged attacks as long as any point of the base of the defending model is within 3 inches of
an edge of the forest and in line of sight of the attacking model. If two models attacking each
other are completely in a forest, they both gain concealment (+2 DEF against ranged attacks)
from each other.
4. Water Hazard – Counts as rough terrain, slowing a model without flight to half speed unless
they have the amphibious ability. A character whose base is completely in a water hazard can
remove all fire and corrosion penalty tokens from their character card.
5. Rough Terrain – Some terrain is difficult to get through, such as forests, rubble, etc. Players
without the Pathfinder or flight abilities move at half speed through rough terrain. Most vehicle
modes can gain Pathfinder as noted by
an icon on their card.
6. Clouds – Clouds do not count as rough terrain or a structure but can block line of sight like a
structure as long as the attacking and defending model is outside the cloud. Once the model
touches a cloud, that model becomes visible to other models and models whose base is
completely inside a cloud gains concealment. Clouds that deal damage apply damage when a
model touches or enters the cloud.
7. Cover Walls – Defending models can gain cover (+2 DEF from ranged attacks) from a short wall
as long as their base is within 1” of a cover wall and part of their base is blocked by line of sight
from the attacking model.
8. Climbable Terrain – Some terrain is climbable as long as there is room for the model to stand on
the terrain without assistance. Climbable terrain and climbable directions should be noted
before the game begins between both players. Players on higher locations than other players
gain the elevation bonus. Models on slanted terrain are allowed to use sticky tack or similar
substances to hold them onto the slant.
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Scenarios

Many games are not ended just because a commander is destroyed or removed from play. Some games
can include scenarios where if certain objectives are met, the game immediately ends with one player
declared the winner.
Here are some possible scenarios to consider:
1. Energon bomb placement on Titan Maps or on buildings or structures (requires spending 1
Energon to activate).
2. Guarding Beacons or Flags from enemy models within 4” for 5 turns.
3. Holding Zones or King of the Hill from enemy models for 1 point (first to 5 points wins)
4. Stealing objectives (requiring one storage slot and droppable token noting item) from certain
points and returned to attacker’s deployment zone.
5. Stop the Combiner – 1 Combiner vs. equal number of points on opposing army. Army may have
additional win conditions or to stop combiner from destroying structure(s)
6. Consider Round limits – This will keep the game from going on too long or ending in a tie.
7. 100pt Combiner War
8. Escort – get Spike Witwiki to the other side of the map or to an objective.
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Map Layouts (Sample)

Terrain should be laid out on a 3’x3’ mat and each terrain piece should be at least 3” from each other.
Maps containing Combiners should try to make sure huge base models can maneuver the board without
hindrance from terrain pieces.
You can utilize Titan Master base modes for your maps. Note climbable areas and place objectives
and/or zones in competitive and accessible areas. Your imagination is the limit! Here are two examples
of map layouts, one using basic terrain and one using Trypticon in his base mode.
In the Trypticon scenario, the Autobots must spend an Energon while touching the objectives to
sabotage that area. If all 3 are sabotaged within 7 rounds then the Autobots win. The Decepticons
cannot remove the sabotage tokens during this game format. If all Autobots are destroyed or after 7
rounds, the Autobots have not sabotaged the objectives then the Decepticons win.
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Theme Lists and Benefits

Any list can be comprised of models from their respective factions. To encourage specific models being
played together or included, once a point total is decided, certain lists can yield benefits for your army
when the game begins.
Below are several theme considerations. The point totals for each model are listed. The list point total
represents all basic models in the game for inclusion. Optional models include combiners and optional
commander options.
Season1 – Autobots List – 109 pt Total
-

Optimus Prime (C)
Grimlock
Ratchet
Bumblebee
Ironhide
Wheeljack
Jazz
Cliffjumper

17
17
13
12
13
13
15
12

Bonuses: Minibots gain 4” advanced deployment, Gain
+1 to start roll, Minibots gain stealth Round 1

Season1 – Decepticons – 103 pt total – 40pt optional
-

-

Megatron (C)
Soundwave
o Laserbeak
o Rumble
o Frenzy
o Buzzsaw
o Ravage
o Ratbat
Starscream
Thundercracker
Skywarp
Constructicons

19
15
0
5
5
5
5
5
14
13
13
12 each

-

Optional:
Devastator

40

Benefits: Seekers gain +4” deployment, Tapes can run without spending energon turn 1.
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Dark Genesis - Unicronus - 122pts Total – 40pt optional
-

-

Nemesis Prime (C)
Bug Bite
Azalea
Soundblaster
o Enemy
o Sundor
o Razorwing
o Glit
o Howlback
o Wingthing
Nemesis Hotrod
Nemesis Magnus

18
12
14
15
5
5
5
5
5
5
14
19

Optional:
- Bruticus
40
Benefits: Stealth models gain +4” advanced deployment, Tapes can run without spending energon turn 1

Wreckers – Autobots List – 110 pt Total – 94pt optional
-

Rodimus Prime (C)
Ultra Magnus
Goldbug
Arcee
Perceptor
Daniel Witwicky
Punch/Counterpunch
Grimlock
Wheelie

17
19
11
14
13
5
14
17
10

-

Optional:
Hot rod
Superion
Defensor

14
40
40

Bonuses: Spies gain ambush. Autobots can transform first turn without spending energon. Minibots gain
4” advanced depoloyment.
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Attack from Char – Decepticons – 123pt total – 61pt optional
-

-

Galvatron (C)
Cyclonus
Ramjet
Dirge
Thrust
Sixshot
Soundwave
o Laserbeak
o Rumble
o Frenzy
o Buzzsaw
o Ravage
o Ratbat

18
15
12
11
12
20
15
0
5
5
5
5
5

Optional:
Counterpunch/punch
Sharkticon
Menasor

14
7/21
40

Benefits: Seekers gain ambush, +1 to starting roll. Sharkticons gain 4” advanced deployment

Hide and Seek – Decepticon - 143pts Total – 40pts optional
-

Gilthor (C)
Black Ice
Phantom
Redwing
Firestorm
Acid storm
Thundercracker
Skywarp
Dirge
Ramjet
Thrust

19
12
13
13
12
13
13
13
11
12
12

Optional:
- Bruticus
40
Benefits: Seekers can run without spending energon turn 1,
Coneheads gain 4” advance deployment, +1 to starting roll.
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Hit ‘em Fast and Hard – Unicronus – 141pts total – 40pt optional
-

Nemesis Rodimus(C)
Nemesis Magnus
Firestorm
Redwing
Bug Bite
Azalea
Killshot
Soundblaster
o Enemy
o Sundor
o Razorwing
o Glit
o Howlback
o Wingthing

17
19
12
13
12
14
14
15
5
5
5
5
5
5

Optional:
- Bruticus
40
Benefits: Army gains stealth first round, Bruticus gains +4”
deployment, Killshot can start carried by Bruticus.

To Protect and Serve – Autobots – 118pts – Optional 54pts
-

Optimus Prime – ROOP mode(C)18
Ultra Magnus
19
Rapsheet
14
Lawsuit
16
Wheeljack
13
Ratchet
13
Ringer
12
Perceptor
13
Starscream SG
14

-

Optional:
Defensor

40

Benefits: Scientists gain +4 advanced deployment and stealth
round 1, Defensor gains +4 advanced deployment, +1 to start
roll.
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Next Level Threat – Decepticon – 115pt - Optional 58pt
-

Overlord (C)
Killshot
Acid Storm
Phantom
Redwing
Firestorm
Black Ice
SixShot

17
14
13
13
13
12
13
20

Optional:
Devastator
Megatron G2(C)

40
18

Benefits: Sixshot and Killshot gain +4”
advanced deployment, Commander gains +2 SPD and pathfinder turn 1.

Season 2 – Autobots List – 135 pt Total – Optional 80 pts
-

Optimus Prime (C)
Grimlock
Ratchet
Bumblebee
Beachcomber
Cosmos
Ironhide
Wheeljack
Jazz
Cliffjumper

17
17
13
12
11
12
13
13
15
12

-

Optional:
Defensor
Superion

40
40

Bonuses: Minibots gain 4” advanced deployment, Gain +1 to start roll, Minibots gain stealth Round 1
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